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Xp6vor:; D~ 1roo-6Trrra. Trench, Syn. H. p. 27. The phrase is a
common one. See Wetsfein in loc., and see under Eph. v. 16.

,Epryaswp,eBa T6 aryaB6v 1rPdr:; 1raVTar:;-" let us do that which
is good toward all." A, B2

, L,some M8S. read epryas6p,€Ba, but
the text has preponderant authority. Laehmann, in his smaller
edition, adopted epryas6p,eBa, and read the clause interrogatively
~an abrupt and unnatural exegesis. The indicative would not
be a stronger hortative form, as Meyer remarks, and "Viner in
his G1'ammar, though not in his Commentary. The usage is
foreign to the New Testament, at least in non-interrogative
clauses. See John xi. 47, where, however, there is a question.
But o and ro are liable to be interchanged by copyists, as in
Rom. v. 1,-the o induced here by the previous €X0p,ev, Bept
crop,ev, and no version is in favour of the change. To aryaBov
is commonly taken to mean, either what is good in itself, nom.

10, vii. 19, xiii, 3-thus, too, aryaBo7ro£€'iv, 1 Pet. ii, 15, 20,
iii. 6, 17, and aryaBo€pry€'iv, 1 Tim. vi. 18; or what is good in
result-an act of kindness or beneficence, Rom. xii, 21, 2 Cor.
ix.8, Philem, 14: so aryaBo7ro£€,iv, Luke vi. 33,35; Sept. Num.
x, 32, Judg. xvii, 13, Zeph. I, 13. The latter meaning is
generally preferred. Meyer and Hilgenfeld, however, take it
in the first sense. But there is no occasion to limit the meaning
of the epithet; it is the thing which is good in each case, as the
case may occur. The good thing may vary according to various
wants, for it is to be done 7rpor:; 7raVTar:;-" towards aIL" Winer,
§ 49, It. The entire paragraph has the idea of doing good
underlying it: the restoration of a fallen brother, vel'. 1; the
bearing of one another's burdens, vel'. 2; communication on
the part of the taught to the teacher, vel'. 3; unwearied well
doing, vel'. 10; and this Verse seems to sum up all these
thoughts into one vivid injunction, which not only comprises
them all, but enjoins similar social duty in all its complex
variety. Whatever its immediate form, whether kindness, or
beneficence, or mercy, whether temporal or spiritual in. cha
racter, it is still good in its nature, and is "the good thing,"
adapting itself to each case as it may turn up, in reference to
all, generally or more specially.

MaA£o-Ta D~ 7rpor:; T()V~ ()l,,€{()v~ T1}~ 7r{o-T€ro~-" but specially
to who are of the household of faith." The De is omitted
in the Authorized Version. MaAto-T(z De (p,aA£o-Ta superlative
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